Greetings to all of our Satanic Family.

Since there are requests and questions, I have to answer in regards to some readings. As time went since last year, I have seen much support from everyone here and I am thankful. I have executed a great amount of services for helping everyone.

Astrology and all the related crafts are very demanding. Way more than anyone would initially believe. This is also spiritual and energetic, as it is time-consuming. For this reason I haven't went forward with the New Astrological readings just yet. I have been wanting to go ahead for months, but as time went, I found this extremely time consuming and energy consuming, so I wanted to wait for the proper timing. Therefore time is needed for me to finish with everything else, which I am approaching towards, so I make this post.

As with any new endeavor, I was set up for surprises. One surprise was the fact I put Numerology readings up on the website. I have found them in many ways as accurate as the Astrological readings, more specific even in some very delicate matters, but they have a pro and a con for the person who does these readings. They are less energy consuming, but more time consuming than astrological orders in some ways. It really depends, but it happened that the majority was equal or more time consuming than astrology.

Only, at a far lower price. Basically half the price. So half the price + double time is a very tough combo. The initial introduction price was low, which resulted in many readings... and a LOT of time required. Sometimes a lot more time than initially calculated. And I loved it, but it kept escalating, to the point there were some issues. I did my best to manage this. This cycle is almost done now so everything is approaching back to normal.

When it does, I will be putting the new astrology readings out. For now I have made one of all the updates, which is dream Interpretation. I just didn't put it visibly on the site, because I had to set some things straight before I was going to put something out. Now that everything is 666% settled I went for it.

I do my best to keep the prices approachable, even-though I see other so called 'psychics' skyrocket their prices to deliver zero content, in the high hundreds to tell very basic things. Some charge like $3 per minute or some crap. So to listen bullshit for 15 minutes you pay 45 dollars. And my readings for a similar price take 4-5 hours or way more. But I have something to brag about, I am fixing lives and help people, and they are thieves.

The difference here is the difference of aims. I seek to help the Satanic family here. So I resonate with what people are going through as well.
Lower prices means higher number of people will possibly order (I care to provide as much help as I can while I do this), and this creates major time constraints. This can create delays in delivery time. I could place these readings extremely highly and get a couple of orders here and there, do a couple a week, and call it a day. But this wouldn't do the other part of the objective which is to help people and personally help situations or assist in a more personal way. My mindset here requires time and expenditure of energy and time.

There are pros and cons of every decision. I'd rather have lower-medium prices and help more people, rather than have extremely high prices on things that everyone can potentially need.

Some of these people need to sleep, eat, shower, do their chores, and work. I have been advised by the Gods and HPS Maxine to not do more than one astrology reading per day unless very necessary- this is the case because of it's time and energy consuming character. I have been doing more, 2 holding a baseline of 2 a day, and on occasion, pull 4-5 in a day. Ask yourself what happens if you go to the gym and lift for 8 hours on high reps, this is similar of what happens when one overdoes businesses like that.

This is because of time constraints in that I couldn't be working for more hours due to the amount of time consumed by the readings. There were pros and cons in this decision as well. This quickly led to me being exhausted work-wise after a point. So I kept on doing what I was already doing but I didn't put the updates out yet. The updates I had scheduled to come out around november last year. And they will come, but I need to manage some time here.

Then I have the groups, the forums, just about anything we need collectively here, part of personal life, and I always put the Gods and whatever is demanded first. Family (the whole) and the Gods are first. Then it goes my more linear work, and then I come last. This is a very unorthodox way to live but I enjoy it.

Up to now I have seen the understanding of our family and what great souls all of you are, so I have no complaints about this at all. Just had to be clear just in case.

Since I have received e-mails about people and how they need their Dreams Interpreted, but also a lot of people seem interested, this takes time and effort, but also, this takes insight. Dream interpretation is in many ways similar to astrology and similar crafts. The whole book of Daniel in the bible speaks on the annihilation of the Gentile Dream Interpreters because of their power in guiding their king, same as Astrologers did. It's legit but most people have no idea about it.

This is the same craft and this is highly spiritual, especially because, there is no astrological data that one can simply 'study'. This is a far more insightful endeavor. The importance of this is as important as the dreamer.

For this reason I have put a service up for dream interpretation, for now. This is because in dreams I have calculated this can be done on the time I do not
astrology, and it's actually more of a relaxing thing. Because there is a lot of demand on other Astro Readings that I need to launch to help everyone (Career readings, Wealth Readings and so forth - Didn't have the chance to do so), I will limit my efforts to do two thirds of astrology in a day and one third dream interpretation/numerology, depending on demand for these. I will also make time aside to give more personally oriented information on dreams so that people can get a general idea about their dreams themselves and understand them, as there is much importance in dreams, or at least some of them.

You will be able to order many dreams at once, not one by one. This is to make it more profitable for you and more interesting for me. The high degree of interest in helping other SS is what keeps me going. Astrology is an exhausting endeavor and there are a lot of curses that fall on astrologers by the enemy, the same goes for dream interpretation. The numerology readings offered in my website can be way more time consuming, but do not exactly fall in the same category, so they take more time on occasion but they can be way less stressful. Astrology and other such crafts are looking straight in the soul.

For those who may send me dreams like "I slept very hungry and I imagined eating bananas", I will simply refund instantly. These dreams are simply Somatic (Bodily) and one knows for themselves the explanation. There are few examples like this. The aim of the readings will also be to give you a footing to understand your own dreams better, so it has a better impact on you than a mere explanation which is always provided by mainstream sites and "psychics". Dream interpretation can, like astrology, get very expensive by 'modern' psychics and other profiteers. I want to completely avoid this mindset as it's vacant and dangerous.

Every dream is welcome, no matter how strange, bizarre, or possibly 'unacceptable' this dream may be. It can be of any nature, and one must be honest in relating the dream. Honesty and communication are important to deliver these readings.

Dreams have always had equal importance to me as Astrology. This is because I always found dreams insightful, prophetic, and important. Through them I have advanced, and I have understood them to matter a lot. Over the years I have constructed accurate theory and understanding around dreams. I have experienced this myself and saw this on other people many times. It's a well known skill similar to telepathy and other skills which many people have.

Soon, after I am done with this cycle (I have calculated all my timelines), I will get the new readings out, including the Career and Wealth Readings.

Thanks for reading my long post. You can also order from below:

https://www.josmarket.org/
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